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Postsynaptic
potentials
(PSPs) were recorded from cat striate cortical cells by the whole-cell
in viva recording
technique using patch-clamp
electrodes.
EPSPs and IPSPs
evoked by flashing bars on the receptive
field at different
positions
and orientations
revealed the spatial structure of
the excitatory
and inhibitory
inputs. The elongation
of the
excitatory
input field (length:width
ratio) was found to be
minimal (mean ratio of 1.7) and much lower than those reported for spike discharges.
Two-dimensional
receptive field
response
profiles of early PSPs were recorded
by flashing
a small spot of light over a square matrix covering the receptive field. These recordings
also showed only mild degrees of elongations
of the receptive field. Such elongations
could be the result of either an excitatory
input from the
geniculate
that is already biassed for orientation
or an excitatory convergence
from a limited number of LGN fields
arranged
in a row.
In most first-order
cells, we found that inhibition was contributing significantly
to orientation
selectivity.
Often prominent IPSPs could be evoked by stimuli of nonoptimum
orientations.
Presence of inhibition
could also be inferred by
the way that EPSPs were sharply cut off by inhibition.
When
the amplitude
of an EPSP was measured
at different latenties after its onset, the EPSP was found to be very broadly
tuned to orientation
at the beginning,
but showing increasing
orientation
selectivity with time. It is proposed
that this progressive development
of orientation
selectivity is due to (1)
inhibitory
inputs arriving after the first wave of excitation,
(2) intracortical
excitatory
inputs from other cells tuned to
similar orientations,
and (3) voltage-sensitive
mechanisms
such as NMDA channels.
[Key words: visual cortex, receptive
field, orientation
selectivity, postsynaptic
potentials,
EPSP, IPSP]

The structures of the dischargezones of visual striate cortical
neuronsdiffer strikingly from the receptive field (RF) structures
of the primary afferent fibers to the cortex from the LGN. Cells
in the LGN have concentric and nearly circular antagonistic
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RF subregions(Rodieck and Stone, 1965) whereasdischarge
zones of cortical neurons, especially those of simple cells, are
usually elongated and show a large variety of spatial arrangements. The responsesof cortical neurons are also markedly
orientation sensitivewhen tested with oriented stimuli, whereas
LGN cells are either not sensitive to orientation or exhibit only
an orientation bias (Daniels et al., 1977; Vidyasagar and Urbas,
1982; Shou and Leventhal, 1989). It has been suggestedthat
the RF ofa simplecell is formed by the convergenceofa number
of LGN fibers whose RF centers are aligned along a common
axis, which becomesthe axis of optimal orientation for the cell
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). Simple cells have spatially separable
ON and OFF dischargezones and the ratio of the elongation of
a dischargezone (1ength:width)hasbeenreported to rangefrom
1.7 to 12 (Jonesand Palmer, 1987). However, these values are
likely to be the sum of the contributions of both the primary
input from the LGN and intracortical excitation and inhibition.
Spatiotemporal distribution of excitatory and inhibitory responseselicited by static and moving stimuli have in fact showed
interactions between subfields(Palmer and Davis, 1981).
Suppressionand facilitation effectsin visual cortical responses
have been studied using extracellular recording techniques
(Blakemore and Tobin, 1972; Maffei and Fiorentini, 1976;Nelson and Frost, 1978; Heggelund, 1981; Bonds, 1989). But it is
not possibleto separatethe contribution of excitatory and inhibitory inputs to a cell by studying the spike responses.For
example, a decreasein the spike dischargemay be due to either
a decreaseof excitatory input or an increaseof inhibitory input
or may be a result of both. Any facilitation effect may be due
to an additional excitatory input to the recorded neuron or the
result of a reduction of inhibition (disinhibition). The final output as spikes results from a balance of the interaction of the
EPSPsand IPSPs and a threshold operation. Although the use
of conditioning stimuli (Bishop et al., 1973; Heggelund, 1981)
and pharmacologicaltechniques(Sillito, 1975, 1980;Tsumoto,
1979; Eysel, 1992)helped to reveal inhibition and subthreshold
excitatory synaptic activities, they inevitably introduce new interactions between the recorded cell and other cells in its surroundings.
Intracellular recording is the only technique at the moment
that helps one to examine the subthreshold synaptic activities
that produce inhibition and excitation. Despite much effort and
progressover the past 25 years (Creutzfeldt et al., 1968, 1974,
1988; Dreifuss et al., 1968; Ferster and Lindstrom, 1983; Ferster, 1986; Douglaset al., 1988, 1991; Berman et al., 1989, 1991;
Douglas and Martin, 1991), the extreme difficulty of intracellular recordingsin vivo usingclassicalfine-tipped micropipettes,
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together with problems of interpreting the data (Martin, 1988),
have restricted the number of such studies. Furthermore, the
limited time available for reliable recordings with each cell has
restricted the studies to the use of moving stimuli, which are
very inadequate to delineate the detailed structure of the input
fields, because such stimuli can induce extensive spatiotemporal
and intracortical interactions.
In this study, we recorded postsynaptic potentials in simple
cells using the in viva whole-cell recording technique (Pei et al.,
1991; Ferster and Jagadeesh, 1992) with electrodes that are
usually used for patch clamping (Sakmann and Neher, 1983).
It is possible by this method to obtain reliable and stable recordings from the striate cortex for extended periods of l-2 hr
(Pei et al., 1991). Therefore, we were able to use both flashing
and moving stimuli to analyze RF structures of excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic events. Special attention was paid to the
short latency excitatory and inhibitory potentials evoked by
different flashing stimuli. The short latency excitatory responses
are likely to result mainly from the primary LGN input to cortical cells and can provide a picture of the excitatory input to
cortical cells before they are acted upon by intracortical excitation and inhibition. Our aim was to relate the orientation
sensitivity of a cell to the receptive field structure of its inputs.
The results have been published in preliminary form (Pei et al.,
1992).
Materials

and Methods

Preparations. Detailsof our generalpreparationand recordingproce-

duresaregiven in earlierpublications(Peiet al., 1991;Volgushevet
al., 1993).Briefly,adultcats(2.045 kg)bredin thedepartment’s
animal
housewereanesthetized
with ketaminehydrochlorideintramuscularly
(Ketanest,Parke-Davis,Berlin;25 mg/kg,i.m.) or with pentobarbitone
sodium(Nembutal,Sanofi,Ceva;35-40m&kgi.p.). Followingtracheal
andvenouscannulations
andbilateralcervicalsympathectomy,
muscle
relaxationwith gallaminetriethiodide(Flaxedil)and artificial respiration were started after stable anesthesia with complete analgesia was
achieved. Anesthesia was maintained on intravenous infusion of 3-l
mg/kg/hr pentobarbital (Nembutal, Sanofi, Ceva) without nitrous oxide
or on l-2 me/ke/hr Nembutal with a aas mixture of N,O:O,:CO, (70:

29.2:0.8).Pa;al;siswasmaintainedwsh intravenousiifusioi of -iaxedil (8 mg/kg/hr) in Ringer’s solution. All wound edges and pressure
points were treated with a local anesthetic (xylocaine). Since barbiturates
are known to have an impact on GABAergic system, it may be argued
that our use of this anesthetic has affected our results seriously. While
this is an inevitable compromise for the sake of animal welfare, we have
noticed little significant difference in results between our two anesthetic
regimes that differed markedly in their barbiturate concentrations.
The animal’s head was securely fixed in a stereotaxic frame. End-tidal
CO, was adjusted to around 3.6% (3.5-4.0%) and body temperature
was maintained around 37-38°C. The ECG was continuously monitored, and the absence of heart rate alteration during squeezing of the
pinna was tested every few hours. The EEG was also monitored regularly. The hydraulically driven microelectrode holder (David Kopf Instruments) was directly mounted onto the skull with screws and dental
cement. Brain pulsations were kept to a minimum by making a bilateral
pneumothorax and by suspending the animal on the second thoracic
vertebra. A craniotomy (5 mm diameter) was done over area 17 of the
visual cortex centered at P4/Ll (Horsley-Clark), and a brass cylinder
(20 mm. diameter) was cemented over it. A small hole was cut into the
dura just large enough to let an electrode in. After positioning the electrode, 2-3% agar was poured into the chamber.
The nictitating membranes were retracted and the pupils were dilated
with touical application of 5% Neo-Svnephrine and 1% atropine sulfate.
Contact lenses-of suitable radii were applied for correcting refraction.
The position of the optic disks and retinal vessels were drawn (Fernard

andChase,1971)on a tangentPlexiglasscreenand the areaof central
vision was estimated according to the criteria of Bishop et al. (1962).
Artificial pupils of 4 mm diameter were put in front of the eyes. A
concentric stimulating electrode was inserted into the lateral geniculate
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body (A6/L9.5). The position of the stimulating electrode was adjusted
so that evoked field potentials could be clearly recorded with a spot of
light shone onto the area of central vision. Classical criteria (Bullier and
Henry, 1979) were used to identify “first-order” neurons, namely cells

that couldbedriven monosynaptically
from LGN, andthoseof a higher
ordinal position.
Recording. Postsynaptic membrane potentials were recorded from
neurons in area 17 using a patch electrode (pulled from hard borosilicate
glass) with a tip diameter of l-3 Frn and an impedance of 2-7 MQ after
filling with the following solution (Edwards et al., 1989): 130 mM K-gluconate, 5 mM NaCI, 10 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mM ATP, 1 mM
CaCl,, 2 mM M.gCI,, pH 7.4 with KOH (all drugs from Sigma Chemie
GmbH, Deisenhofen). Access to the intracellular compartment of cells
in or close to layer IV was achieved as per methods detailed elsewhere
(Pei et al., 199 1). The ocular dominance, optimal orientation and minimum discharge zone (Barlow et al., 1967) were determined from spike
responses using a hand held torch both, whenever possible, before the
establishment of the whole-cell mode as well as afterward. Later tests
were restricted to the dominant eye. Cells were classified as simple,
complex, or hypercomplex according to the criteria of Hubel and Wiesel
(1962), Henry (1977), and Kato et al. (1978). For simple cells, the
discharge fields could be divided into spatially separable ON and OFF
zones, the response profiles of such zones peaked at a single point, and
lengthening a slit stimulus at optimal orientation beyond the limits of
the discharge zone did not abolish the response (no or weak “endinhibition”).
For complex cells, responses evoked from the discharge
zone were mixed ON and OFF, and maximum or close to maximum
impulse rates could be evoked from an extent area of discharge zone.
Complex cells had no or weak “end-inhibition.”
Cells with strong “endinhibition” were classified as hypercomplex, which may be ofthe simple
or complex type. The data presented here are based on simple cells.
DC membrane potentials were amplified, filtered (O-10 kHz), digitized (lo-20 kHz) and finally fed into a data acquisition computer
(VAX-3200)
for further analysis. In order to avoid the distortion of
spikes in the averaged curves, spikes were removed from each single
sweep before the data were averaged. For that, a software filter was used,
which first identified the location of a spike and then removed it from
its starting point to its end, and finally linearly interpolated the continuous signal from the membrane potentials before and after the spike
(Lankheet et al., 1989).
In addition to the intracellular recordings from cortical cells, the spike
discharges of 56 LGN cells were recorded extracellularly under similar
stimulation conditions. They served as a complementary study of the
properties of the input fibers to cortical cells. These cells were classified
into sustained (X) and transient (Y) cells (Cleland et al., 197 1). Fourteen
out of the 56 cells were ON sustained (X) cells, 9 OFF sustained (X),
11 ON transient (Y), and 17 were OFF transient (Y) cells. Five cells
were not classified. RF center sizes varied with a mean diameter of 1.65
31 0.81”.
Stimulation. Visual stimuli were presented on the tangent Plexiglas
screen, covered with a sheet of white paper, at a distance of 57 cm from
the animal’s eyes. A computer (PC-386; PEACOCK) controlled flashing
slits or spots of different width and length that were generated with a
back projector (PRADO). The unattenuated luminance was 30 cd/m*.
Background luminance was 0.5-l cd/m*. To analyze the spatial and
temporal properties of excitatory and inhibitory potentials, the following
stimulation routines were used. (1) For one-dimensional RFplot, a light
slit was flashed at different positions (usually 11) across the RF with
positions separated by 0.3-l .O”. Tests were usually made in both optimal
and nonoptimal orientations. (2) For two-dimensional RF analysisRF mapping-a
small light spot (usually, 0.5” x 0.5”) was flashed over
the RF in a matrix (usually 5 x 5) with a step size of 0.3-1.0”.
In order to eliminate or reduce interactions between adjacent regions
in the RF, due to the stimulation sequence, stimulus presentations were
quasi-randomly ordered; that is, the odd numbered (1,3,5,7.
.) stimuli
were presented first and then the even numbered (2,4, 6, 8. . .) stimuli.
Between subsequent stimuli there was an interval of 1.0-3.0 sec. For
flashing stimuli, light-on duration was 0.5-l .5 set with an interval of
1.0-3.0 set interposed between subsequent presentations.

Results
Receptive field analysesusing flashing stationary stimuli were
done on 20 simple cells. We would use the word “discharge
field” to refer to the region from which spike dischargescould
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Figure 1. Response
analysisof a sim-

5 Discharges

plecellwith separate
ON andOFF dischargezones.An optimallyorientedslit
wasflashedat differentpositionsover
the RF (compareschemeon the top
right; slit was5”* 0.4”,orientation140”,
stepsize0.5”;positionsareindicatedby
numbers). Left column, Superimposed
recordings
of membrane
potentialduringthefirst200msecafterstimuluswas
switchedon. Twodashedlines markthe
startingpositionsofearlyandlateEPSP
responses
(arrows). The hatched arrow
(position4) pointsto a hyperpolarization in the response.
Middle column,
Averagedmembranepotentialsfrom
five sweeps
at low timeresolution.Responseamplitudesin the averaged
curvesappearto besmallerthanin the
singlerecordingsbecause
a bin width
of 20 msecwas usedfor averaging.
Numberscorrespondto stimuluspositionsin the scheme.Right column,
Superimposed
recordings
of membrane
potentialduringthe first 200msecafter
switchinglight off. Two dashed lines
markthe startingpositionsof earlyand
late EPSPresponses
to light off (arrows). Single histograms on the right,

PSTHsof discharge
responses
of thecell,
whichcouldbe evokedfrom threepositionsonly.
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beevoked with a visual stimulus.“Excitatory input field” would
be the region from which EPSPscould be evoked and “inhibitory field” from where IPSPs could. be evoked. The forms of
dischargefields of simple cells recorded intracellularly in this
study were similar to that of the dischargefields recorded extracellularly in other studies(Camarda et al., 1985). They had
either a single ON (three cells), a single OFF (three cells), or
spatially separatedON and OFF dischargezones (IO cells had
two zones, four cells had three zones).
The EPSP responsesevoked with a flashing stimulus could
be divided into an early and a late component. The early component wassynchronized to the stimulus onsetwith a relatively
short latency. The main excitatory input field wasalways larger
than the dischargefield of a cell and usually had a more complicated structure, with the excitatory field having more subsectionsthan the discharge field. Dischargezones represented
only subsectionsof the excitatory input field where excitation
exceededthe firing threshold of the cell. Excitatory and inhibitory input fields were also usually seento overlap each other.
The structure of the RFs of cortical neuronswere investigated
both by flashing slits along the two axes of the field and by
flashing spots over a two-dimensional (5 x 5) matrix. These
resultswill be described separately.
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One-dimensional RF measurement. The main purposeof these
measurementswas to estimate the elongation of the RF subregions. This was done by measuringthe length and width of
the input fields evoked in responseto a bar flashedat different
positions in the optimum and nonoptimum orientations. Figures 1 and 2 provide an example of the receptive field of the
postsynaptic potentials of a simplecell. This RF is the areafrom
which PSPs(either EPSPs,IPSPs, or both) could be evoked by
visual stimulation. Responsesin the optimum orientation are
shown in Figure 1 and those in the nonoptimum orientation in
Figure 2. The cell had two spike discharge zones, as shown
schematically in the upper right corner. Flashing an optimally
oriented slit at different positions over an area that covered the
RF (as indicated in the upper right corner of Fig. l), ON discharges(spikesevoked by light on) were obtained at position 6
with a latency of about 50 msec,OFF discharges(spikesevoked
by light ofl) at position 4 with a latency of about 65 msecand
at position 5 with a longer latency of around 300 msec (right
column of Fig. 1).Nonoptimally oriented stimuli (Fig. 2) evoked
no spike responsefrom this cell.
EPSP responses,however, could be evoked by slits both in
optimal and nonoptimal orientations. When a slit was flashed
at the optimal orientation, EPSP responsesto light on were
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Figure 2. Recordings
from the same
cell as in Figure1,but nowwith a non-

optimallyorientedslit flashedat different positionsover the RF (schemeon
the top right; orientation,50”, that is,
orthogonalto the orientationin Fig. 1;
slit and step sizes were the same as in
Fig. 1).Noticethat the cell did not fire
during stimulationat nonoptimalorientation. The dashed lines in the .jirst
andthird columns markthestartingpositionsof the earlv EPSPresnonses
to
light on andto light off (arrows on the
left). Arrows on the right side of the lines

4

100

200

4Light

On+

Time

2000f

100
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observed at positions 3-9 and to light off at positions 2-5 and
8-l 0. An early EPSP response component to light on was evoked
only at positions 6-8. EPSP responses occurred with a latency
of about 35 msec after stimulus onset (Figs. 1, 2, long arrows
on the left) and were well synchronized. The whole ON EPSP
field, however, reached from position 3 to 9 and hence was more
than twice as broad as the ON discharge zone. The early EPSP
response was appreciable also in the nonoptimal orientation
(Fig. 2, arrows to the left of the dashed line in the left column).
The amplitudes of ON EPSP responses to stimuli at the nonoptimal orientation were around 55% of those to stimuli at the
optimal orientation. These EPSP responses were also synchronized to stimulus onset and had the same latency as those to
slits in the optimal orientation (compare Figs. 1, 2, first dashed
lines in left columns). The excitatory input field of the early ON
EPSP response was estimated to be about 1.5” wide and 2.5”
long, that is, to be slightly elongated along the axis of optimal
orientation with a ratio of 1.7.
Synchronized early EPSP responses to light off were evoked
by an optimally oriented slit (Fig. 1) at positions 3 and 4 (arrows
to the left of the dashed line, third column) with a latency of
47 msec. Such responses were much smaller with a nonoptimally
oriented slit (Fig. 2). The excitatory input field of early OFF
EPSP responses was about 1” wide and 1.5” long (ratio of 1.5),
elongated along the axis of optimal orientation and parallel to
the ON excitatory input field. The OFF EPSP response field was
also broader than the discharge zone.

indicatepossibleeventsof inhibition.
The decayof EPSPsat positions6 and
7 in theleft columnwasfasterthanthat
at positions4 and8.

It is most likely that the early components of the PSPswe
have described so far reflect lessof the corticocortical inputs
than do the later components.So we studiedthe late components
of the PSPsas well. The spatial structure of the late component
of PSP responseswas different from the early component. It
dependedalso on the orientation and the position of the stimulus. With an optimally oriented slit (Fig. l), a late ON EPSP
response,which appearedaround 20 msecafter the appearance
of the early component as indicated by the seconddashedlines
in the first and third columns in Figure 1, could be evoked at
positions 6 and 7, though at position 7 there were no spike
dischargeat all (Fig. 1, PSTHs on the right). In the nonoptimal
orientation (Fig. 2) the late ON EPSPresponsewaspronounced
only at position 6 and was shorter than the late ON EPSP
responsein the optimal orientation. The membranepotential
decreasedto resting level in 400 msecafter light on in the nonoptimal orientation, whereasmembrane depolarization lasted
more than 800 msecin the optimal orientation.
Similar observations were made with the late OFF components. Switching off an optimally oriented stimulus produced
late depolarizations at positions3-5. The nonoptimally oriented
stimuli evoked little late depolarization. The late depolarization
to light off of an optimally oriented slit at position 5 was particularly interesting, for there was no short-latency OFF EPSP
response.The late OFF PSPresponsesmay be the result of OFF
excitation together with the effect of termination of ON inhibition.
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional
field profile (A) of the early PSP responses to
light on in a first-order simple cell plotted with a small spot of light (O.S” *
0.59. The scheme indicates the positions of the stimuli relatively to the RF.
The plot covers an area of 5” 5”, with
X and Y representing two spatial axes.
The z-axis gives amplitude of PSP responses, measured as the voltage difference between two recording times,
one before, one at maximum response
(dashed lines in B-D). B-D, Superimposed records of the membrane potential during the first 200 msec after stimulation at positions b, c. and d (in A),
respectively. The jirst dashed line was
the starting point of the membrane depolarization after onset of visual stimulation. The second dashed line was20
msec later (right dashed line), when the
excitation was close to maximum. To
get the plot in A, the amplitude difference of membrane potentials between
these two positions was calculated for
all stimulus presentations. The shaded
area around position c was the subfield
with an inhibitory response to light on,
corresponding to the OFF area in the
scheme. B shows the largest excitatory,
and C, the largest inhibitory responses
obtained. D, No response evoked; the
membrane potential was at the resting
level (-47 mV). E, Two-dimensional
response profile of another simple
cell, where the presentations were in a
matrix of 5 x 5, instead of 11 x 11 as
inA.
l
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Outside the main excitatory fields, weak ON and OFF excitation with longer latencies(about 57 msecfor ON EPSPsand
75 msecfor OFF EPSPs)could be evoked with optimally orientedstimuli asindicated by the short arrowsbetweenthe dashed
lines in Figure 1 (left column, positions 3 and 4; third column,
positions 9 and 10). Their occurrence depended on stimulus
orientation for they could not be observedwith a nonoptimally
oriented slit or with a smallspot. Late-excitatory potentialscould
also be evoked from the main excitatory fields (e.g., Fig. 1, left
column, position 7, and third column, position 5, arrow). Here,
however, they interacted with other EPSPsand IPSPsand could
not be isolated. A small light spot flashed over the RF (not
shown) evoked both early ON and early OFF EPSPresponses,
which had slightly longer latenciesthan for a long slit (38 msec
for ON EPSPresponsesdriven from the ON field and 57 msec
for OFF EPSPresponsesdriven from the OFF field). The elongation of the RF measuredwith a small light spot was similar
to the elongation of the RF measuredwith a slit.
In thi.scell, the ON and OFF dischargefields were well separated, as were the ON and OFF excitatory fields of the early
PSP components. Similar responseswere obtained from four
other simple cells, which also had more than one, but clearly
separate,discharge fields. For the remaining cells, excitatory
subfieldspartially overlapped.
Two-dimensional
RF measurement.
Two-dimensional responseprofiles of early PSPswere done on six cells by flashing
a small spot of light on a 5 x 5 matrix asexplained in Materials

=

c

D

i
'
'

i
,
,

z
r0

Time after light on (ms)

200

and Methods. The responseprofiles of each (ON or OFF) subfield wasgenerallycomparableto the sensitivity profiles of single
LGN cells,with the elongation ratio of cortical PSPfields being
only marginally larger than those of LGN cells. There was no
noticeablecenter-surroundstructure in early PSPresponsefields.
Since inhibition is not directly visible in spike discharges,the
center/surround structure of an LGN cell would not be reflected
in its output or in the cortical PSPs, unlessthe LGN cell has
high spontaneousactivity. Figure 3A shows the profile of an
early PSPresponsefield of a simple cell. EPSPs(Fig. 3B) could
be evoked from the ON subfield by a light spot with a latency
of 33ms. The ON field was elliptical, with an elongation ratio
of about 1.5. Outside this field, no early EPSPswere recorded
(Fig. 30) indicating that the cell received well centered excitatory projections from the LGN. The inhibitory responsefield
wasadjacent to the excitatory field, with a continuous transition
betweenthem. IPSPs identified as fast downward deflectionsof
the membranepotential (arrow in Fig. 3C) appearedat 36 msec
after light on. The hyperpolarization of the membrane lasted
almost as long as the light was on. The field of inhibitory responsesin this cell wasasymmetrical. Switching the light off in
the ON field did not evoke membrane hyperpolarization (not
shown).
Switching the light off depolarized the membranewith a latency of 45 msec(not shown), which was 12 mseclonger than
that of ON EPSPresponsesin an area (the OFF subfield)slightly
larger than the ON inhibitory field. The OFF excitatory field
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4. One-dimensional field plots
of a second-order simple cell obtained
with a light slit (5” * 0.39 at optimal (A)
or nonoptimal (B) orientation. The
curves with solid symbols give the deflection of membrane potential as measured between the dashedlines in Cand
D. The curves with open symbols are
from spike discharges. C and D show
averaged records (n = 5) of membrane
potentials to stimuli at positions c and
h in A and B, respectively.

Figure

15OOms
Relative position

in RF (deg)

was also elongated along the optimal orientation axis, with a
ratio of 1.3.
Figure 3E showsanother example of a PSP responsefield of
a simplecell. The inhibition evoked in this cell wasweakerthan
that in Figure 3A and no inhibitory input field could bemeasured
with a small spot stimulus.
RF measurementin second-ordercells.For second-ordersimple cells, the early PSP responseswere usually already highly
selectiveto the orientation of the stimulus, both for simplecells
with several dischargezones and for those with only one dischargezone. Figure 4 showsa second-ordersimplecell with one
ON dischargezone. The RF of postsynaptic potentials of this
cell had three subsections,an ON subfield from which PSPsand
ON dischargescould be evoked and two OFF subfields from
which PSPscould be evoked, but not spike discharges.The two
OFF subfieldscould be distinguishedonly by intracellular analysis. Sincethe EPSPswere highly sensitive to orientation, large
EPSPresponsescould be evoked only by an optimally oriented
slit (Fig. 4A,C). EPSP responseswere very small in the nonoptimal orientation (Fig. 4&D). Therefore, it was not possible
to measurethe elongation of the RF with the method usedhere.
In the nonoptimal orientation no dischargeswere elicited from
the cell. Further, no short-latency and synchronized OFF EPSP
responsescould be evoked from the OFF subfields.The OFF
EPSP responses(not shown) observed at both sidesof the ON
subfield had a latency of 80-100 msec and lower amplitudes
than the ON EPSPresponses.They were spatially symmetrical
to the central ON excitatory field.
Comparison with LGN RFs. If there is significant excitatory
convergenceof geniculate inputs onto simple cellsas suggested
by Hubel and Wiesel(1962), the length of EPSPinput fields of
simple cells should be many times the diameter (or length, for
biasedcells)of LGN spikeresponsefields. So we have compared
the simple cell excitatory input field lengths to those of LGN
spike responsefields at approximately the samevisual eccentricity. In Figure 5, the amplitudes of the early responsesof the
cell (shown in Figs. 1, 2) to stimuli flashedon or off in optimal
(Fig. 5A) and nonoptimal (Fig. 5B) orientations are plotted.
Amplitudes were measuredasthe difference betweenthe membrane potentials before the responseand at maximal depolarization or hyperpolarization. There wasa clear separationof the

’

ON and OFF excitatory fields (solid and dashedlines in Fig.
5A). From the left to right in Figure 5A (correspondingto positions 1 through 11 in Fig. l), responsesto light off increased
to its maximum and then decreasedquickly to zero. From right
to left the samehappened for responsesto light on. ON and
OFF responsesboth fell to zero at the samestimulus position
(-0.5” in Fig. 5A). The early peak of spike dischargesoccurred
at the peak positions of early excitatory responsefields. In comparison to the profiles of the ON and OFF subfieldsin this cell,
RF profiles of LGN cells [compare ON sustained(X) cell in C
and an OFF sustained(X) cell in Fig. 5D] were typically somewhat smallerin size at similar retinal eccentricity. However, the
widths of cortical PSP fields were only rarely more than twice
the field widths of LGN spike responses.With a limited elongation ratio, this means that excitatory convergencealong the
length axis of the receptive field is also limited.
In the LGN cells, the early transient responseswere more
than twice the late sustainedresponses.However, the RF profiles
of the late sustainedcomponentsof both cells(Fig. 5C,D, open
symbols)were similar to thoseof the early transient components
(solid symbols). Only firing frequency was decreased.By contrast, in the cortical cell the late component of excitation was
not much smaller than the early component (position 6 in Fig.
1) or was even larger (position 7 in Fig. l), but was clearly
orientation selective. This indicates that, in addition to the excitatory inputs from the LGN, a large amount of excitatory
inputs might come from other cortical cells.
In summary, for the majority of first-order cells(14 cells),the
excitatory input fields were slightly elongatedalong the optimal
orientation axis with a mean ratio of axes of about 1.7 f 0.8
and a range of l-4. In 11 cells, both an optimally oriented and
a nonoptimally oriented stimulus evoked early excitatory responsesand the amplitude in the nonoptimal orientation was
generally one-third to two-thirds of that in the optimal orientation. In the remaining six cellsthe excitatory responsesin the
nonoptimal orientation were much weaker. Three of thesecells
had long latencies to electrical stimulation in the LGN, only
one received a short-latency LGN drive, indicating a definitive
monosynaptic input. The late components of PSP responses
were usually smaller in the nonoptimal than in the optimal
orientation. Also, the late membranehyperpolarization evoked
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Figure 5. RF profiles (A, B) of early

conrponents
of PSPresponses
(sameceil
asin Fins. 1. 2) and RF nrofilesof an
ON cenier(c) and an OFF center(D)
LGN cell.The abscissae
representthe
relativepositionsof stimuliin the RF
(slit5” * 0.4”,stepsize0.5“).A, RF profile of early componentsof PSP responses
to stimuli at optimal orientation. The solid line represents
the ON
responses,
the dashed line the OFF responses,
negativevaluesindicatemembranehyperpolarization.B, Sameanalysis with stimuli in nonoptimal
orientation.Thesolid line givestheON
resuonses.
the dashed line the OFF responses
to stimuliat variouspositions
over the RF. No discharges
wereobtainedwith stimuliat this orientation.
C,RFprofileofan ONcenterLGN cell.
Solid symbols representthe transient
response
componentandopen symbols
the sustainedcomponent. Stimulus
presentation
(light on) asindicatedbelow the histogram.D, RF profileof an
OFFcenterLGN cell(symbols
asin C).
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from the inhibitory field wassmallerin the nonoptimal than in
the optimal orientation.
Orientation
preference of PSP responses. Since the structure
of the EPSPsof striate cortical simple cells did not reveal the
degreeof elongation along the axis of optimum orientation that
would explain their orientation selectivity, we explored further
the possibility of the involvement of inhibitory mechanismsin
orientation selectivity as well as the role of temporal factors
related to excitatory and inhibitory inputs. From PSPresponses
elicited with long bars of different orientations flashed on the
center of the dominant dischargezone of simple cells, we were
able to measurefor somecells the dependenceon orientations
of EPSPsand IPSPs at different times after the onset of stimuli.
Figure 6 showsaveragedPSP responsesof four different cells
at the optimum and nonoptimum orientations in the left and
middle columnsand superimposedindividual tracesat the nonoptimum orientation on the right. Only in a minority (10%) of
first-order cellswas there no evidence of inhibition in the nonoptimum orientation and the EPSPswere tuned to the optimum
orientation. This is exemplified by the cell shown in Figure 6A.
However, in most cells, stimuli of nonoptimum orientation
do evoke inhibition. This is often quite clear as in the cells
shown in Figure 6, C and D. In Figure 6B, EPSPsare present
in both orientations (thin lines), but they seemto be gradually
suppressedby the developing inhibition in the nonoptimum
orientation. When the IPSPs were suppressedby hyperpolarizing the cell (thick lines in Fig. 6B), the EPSP amplitudes in
the optimum and nonoptimum orientations were equal. In Figure 60, EPSPs a.ndIPSPs are tuned to orthogonal orientations
and no large IPSPs are visible in the optimum orientation and
no EPSPsin the nonoptimum. The smallhyperpolarization seen
in the optimum orientation can easily be due to after potentials.
Figure 6C shows a cell where it is difficult to discern in the
averagedPSPsan IPSP in the nonoptimum orientation that is
reliably above the noise level. However, inspection of the individual traces(bottom) clearly showsthe sharpIPSPs that arise
with a latency of around 5 msec after the onset of excitation.

-2
-1
0
1
2
Relative position in RF (deg)

Since there is somejitter in the onset of EPSPsand IPSPs, the
averaged trace in the middle does not show the IPSP. Thus,
even in cells where averaged traces show no IPSPs in the nonoptimum orientation, there can in fact be significant IPSPs that
contribute to orientation selectivity.
IPSPs evoked by stimuli of nonoptimal orientations usually
had bit longer latencies than the early EPSPs.In Figure 7, the
PSPresponsesto flashingbars of different orientationsare shown
on the left (Fig. 7A) for the same cell that was described in
Figures 1 and 2. EPSPs are visible in all orientations, even
though they attain higher amplitudes in the optimum orientation. The individual traces show little jitter and when the averagedresponsesat different orientations are superimposed(Fig.
7B), it can be seenthat the slopesand amplitudes of the initial
phaseof the EPSPsare very similar at all orientations. However,
after a period as short as 10 msec, the EPSPsaround the nonoptimum orientation appearto get cut off by a rapidly decaying
component, that can be best interpreted as inhibition. The unusually fast decay of the EPSPsin the nonoptimal orientations
contrasts with the plateau and slow decay of purely excitatory
events, as seenfor the samecell in positions 1 and 9 in the left
column of Figure 1. Such fast decay can be interpreted as inhibition following initial excitation with a small delay. It can
be seenfrom the averagedresponsesin Figure 7B that the EPSPs
begin to show differences in amplitude between orientations
after the first 5 or 6 msec. With time, the differences become
marked. The orientation tuning curve measuredfrom the amplitude of EPSPs at 5.7 msec after the onset of the excitatory
responses(thick line in Fig. 7C) is very broadly tuned to orientation. The tuning curve measured6 mseclater (i.e., 13 msec
after responseonset; thin line in Fig. 7C) is more sharply tuned
to orientation. This was due both to an increasein amplitude
around the optimum orientation and a decreasearound the
nonoptimum. Finally, with further passageof time, the orientation tuning seenwith spike discharges(dashedline in Fig. 7C)
is much sharper.The orientation tuning curve of the early EPSPs
(thick line) is approximately what one would expect from the
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Whole-cell

recordings

using

patch-clamp electrodes(Pei et al., 1991) enabled us to record
intracellular potentials over periods long enough to analyze responseproperties and receptive field profiles in detail that was
not possiblewith earlier methodsusingsharpelectrodes(Creutzfeldt et al., 1974; Ferster, 1986). Our use of flashing stimuli in
addition to moving stimuli is a powerful tool in analyzing receptive field structures. Another recent study using whole-cell
recordings(Ferster and Jagadeesh,1992)employed only moving
stimuli, which involve extensive spatiotemporal interactions
and can confound any attempt at delineating receptive fields
precisely.
Even though the PSPresponses
we obtained exhibited separate
or overlapping ON and OFF regions just like the spike responsesin extracellular recordings,the elongation(1ength:width)
ratios of the excitatory responseregionswere very much lower.
We obtained an average elongation ratio of 1.7, whereasextra-

First-order cells in the striate cortex, whether of the simple or
the complex type, are subject to a number of synaptic inputs:
an excitatory input from the dLGN via one or more afferents

f 7

14(11)

and both excitatory and inhibitory inputs from other cortical
neurons.Our experiments have sought to identify the excitatory
and inhibitory inputs that contribute to the receptive field struc-

degreeof elongation (ratio of 1.7) of the ON dischargezone, but
within the next few millisecondsit is markedly sharpened,presumably due to inhibition.
In 11 cells,we were able to obtain separateorientation tuning
curves for the primary excitatory and inhibitory PSPs. Figure
8 plots the optimum orientation of IPSPsagainstthat of EPSPs
for thesecells. They differ by 45-90” for all cellsin this sample.
However, this should not be taken asunequivocal evidence for
cross-orientation inhibition as the mechanism of orientation
selectivity for thesecells.Without inactivation of excitation, say
by neuropharmacologicalmethods, it would not be possibleto
find out the true orientation tuning of IPSPs. Thus, it cannot
be excludedthat the optimum orientation for IPSPs may in fact
be somewhat closer to that of the spike dischargesthan that
indicated by the figures.

i

1994,

NON - OPT

Time after light on (ms)

-go0

November

Orientation (deg)

Figure 7. A, PSP responses to bars
flashed at different orientations, centered on the ON discharge region. The
time axis is shown at a fast (left) and a
slow (right) scale. The different orientations are shown in the left margin. B,
Superimposed averaged PSPs at the
eight different orientations. C, Orientation tuning of the EPSP amplitude
plotted at 5.7 msec (thick line) and 13
msec (thin Lne) after the start of the
EPSPs, and of spike discharges (dashed
line).
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Figure 8. Optimum orientation of IPSPs plotted against optimum
orientation of EPSPs for 11 cells, where orientation tuning of both
excitatory and inhibitory PSPs could be calculated. The slope on the left
would represent cells whose EPSPs and IPSPs were tuned to the same
orientation, and the slope on the right, cells in which the optimum
orientations of EPSPs and IPSPs differed by 90”.

cellular recordings in earlier studies had found much higher
ratios. In one study (Jonesand Palmer, 1987) the ratios ranged
from 1.7 to 13 and in another study (Kato et al., 1978) the
mean was around 8. It should be mentioned here that in these
studies the use of length summation curves to determine the
RF length is likely to have led to some overestimation of the
1ength:width ratio (Henry et al., 1978).
There are however many reasonsfor this apparent discrepancy betweenPSPand spikeresponses.First, the receptive fields
of early EPSP responsesrepresent all the primary excitatory
inputs to the cell, whereasspike dischargesrepresentthe final
outcome after excitation and inhibition arriving at the cell have
had their postsynaptic effects, with inhibition often sharpening
the response.Second,the opponent inhibition arising from the
antagonisticflanks in a simple cell would affect the width of the
receptive field, but not the length. Third, there is also a firing
threshold, which needsto be reachedby the depolarization before spikescan be initiated. Fourth, the spatial summation seen
in spike dischargesalong the length of the receptive field does
not necessarilyreflect the contribution of excitation from geniculate afferentsto the particular striate cell asoriginally proposed(Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). There are two other possibilities. One isintracortical excitation arisingfrom other cellstuned
to similar orientation and mediated through the long-rangehorizontal connections(Ts’o et al., 1986;Gilbert and Wiesel, 1985)
or through a local circuitry (Martin et al., 1991). The second
possibility is disinhibition stemming from an inhibitory input
that itself has strong end-inhibition in the long axis of the receptive field (Vidyasagar, 1987, 1989). In such a case,the excitatory PSP zone may be quite discrete, but the inhibition
would be maximum for a small bar, and would diminish with
increasinglength and lead to length summation. Finally, there
can also be nonlinearities in the synaptic input due to voltagemediatedchannels(such asNMDA or noninactivating sodium
channels),which would greatly amplify any excitation that managesto overcome the inhibition (Tsumoto et al., 1979; Fox et
al., 1989; Miller et al., 1989; Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; Volgushevet al., 1992). Similar “acceleration” or “expansive” behavior of cortical cell responsesafter an initial preferencefor a

particular stimulusdimension hasalsobeensuggestedby others
(Albrecht and Geisler, 1991; Douglasand Martin, 1991).
The degreeof elongation we have seenis not much more than
the elongation one often seesin geniculatecells(Vidyasagar and
Urbas, 1982; Soodak et al., 1986; Shou and Leventhal, 1989)
and certainly much lessthan what one would expect if excitatory
convergence of geniculate afferents (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962)
wereto provide the elongatedreceptive field. Thus the excitatory
input may arise from only one or a small number of geniculate
fields. This implies that the thalamocortical excitatory input a
typical cortical neuron receives is from a small number of geniculate receptive fields (or even a singlefield), forming at best
a mildly elongated“cloud” rather than from a number of LGN
fields forming a long row. This is not inconsistent (Vidyasagar,
1987)with the cross-correlationstudiesof Tanaka (1983), which
suggesta geniculocortical convergence of about 10 LGN cells
onto a cortical cell and the morphological studiesof Freund et
al. (1985) suggestinga convergence ratio of at least 12. Since a
singleretinal cell provides the excitatory input to about 10 geniculate cellswhen averaged for both X- and Y-type LGN cells
(Friedlander et al., 198l), a thalamocortical convergenceof 10
to 1 can be consistent with only slightly elongatedcortical excitatory input fields. Our schemewould also be consistentwith
the cross-correlation studies between striate cells and retinal
ganglion cells, which suggestedthat the excitatory input to a
cortical cell arisesfrom only one or a small number of retinal
cells (Lee et al., 1977).
In most cases,the method we have used to calculate the
elongation ratio was, asexplained earlier, to flash a long bar at
different positions in the optimal and nonoptimal orientations
and measure the spatial extent over which EPSPs could be
evoked. This ratio by itself does not help in calculating the
orientation sensitivity of the EPSPswithout knowing the twodimensional sensitivity profile over the receptive field. However, our direct measurementsof the amplitudes of the EPSPs
in the optimal and its orthogonal orientations can throw light
on the orientation sensitivity of the excitatory input. In some
cells, the EPSPamplitudes in the two orientations were not very
different, suggestinga significant role for intracortical inhibition
in producing the final orientation selectivity of spike discharges.
Further, in most cells, early components of the EPSPs were
nearly equal in both optimal and nonoptimal orientations and
had similar latenciesand rising slopes.It is only with time that
the difference betweenthe optimal and nonoptimal orientations
becomesapparent, with the EPSP in the optimum orientation
continuing to rise and that in the nonoptimum orientation getting sharply cut off by inhibition. This is consistent with the
finding that if inhibition is removed pharmacologically by
blocking the GABA, receptors (Sillito et al., 1980) or by inactivation of the intracortical inhibitory inputs (Eyselet al., 1990),
the orientation tuning of the spike responsesbecamebroader.
The decreaseof responsein the nonoptimal orientation cannot
be due to surround inhibition at the LGN level becausethis
would be present in the optimal orientation as well.
In a few first-order cells, where some orientation selectivity
is present from the beginning, there could be some genuine
excitatory convergence(Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) or an afferent
input that is already biassedfor orientation (Vidyasagar and
Urbas, 1982). Only in rare instances (2 of 20 cells) did we
encounter among first-order cells, clear sharply tuned EPSPs
from the very beginning.
The increasing EPSP amplitude in the optimum orientation
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can be partly due to intracortical excitatory connections. Such
horizontal connections are known to arise from cells tuned to
similar orientations from columns located up to 6-8 mm apart
(Gilbert and Wiesel, 1985; Ts’o et al., 1986). These inputs are
likely to augment the EPSPs mainly in the optimum orientation.
Such orientation tuned intracortical inputs may continue to arise
for a considerable amount of time and may account for the late
EPSP responses being very orientation sensitive. From this and
from any orientation bias in the primary excitatory input, it
follows that the inhibition required to suppress the responses
in the nonoptimum orientation will not be excessive. With less
excitatory load in the nonoptimum orientation, it is possible to
get away with less inhibition. This may explain the observation
that IPSPs are not always very striking in the nonoptimum
orientation (Creutzfeldt et al., 1974; Ferster, 1986). It also resolves the dilemma posed by Douglas and Martin (1991): on
the one hand, linear hyperpolarizing inhibition can increase the
synaptic current required to bring the cell to firing threshold
only by about 50% because of the relatively small difference
between membrane potential and the IPSP reversal potential;
on the other hand, they have found little evidence for nonlinear,
shunting inhibition. In our scheme, the excitatory load in the
nonoptimum orientation that needs to be suppressed is less due
to both the factors mentioned above. Once there is a bias toward
one orientation established through excitatory input bias and
inhibition, a winner-take-all mechanism mediated through longrange lateral connections and/or through a local microcircuitry
(Martin et al., 199 1) and/or through voltage-dependent channels
(Volgushev et al., 1992) can ensure a high degree of orientation
selectivity developing with time. The late EPSPs in our recordings are always well tuned for orientation and there is little
evidence of IPSPs appearing at these latencies. Part of the sharpening in the membrane potential response over time can occur
before the threshold for spikes is reached, but a part, especially
the facilitation in the optimum orientation, is likely to occur
after the threshold is reached. In some studies, spike discharges
measured at different latencies after the onset of a stimulus have
shown increasing orientation selectivity (Shevelev and Sharaev,
198 1; Best et al., 1989) even though other studies have disputed
this (Celebrini et al., 1993).
Our studies using whole-cell recording techniques to elucidate
the functional significance of excitatory and inhibitory inputs
to striate cortical cells have led to an eclectic basis for orientation
selectivity. The sharp tuning that these cells exhibit is likely to
be due to a variety of mechanisms. Thus, not only the dynamic
interaction of excitation and inhibition on single cortical cells
plays a role, but both subcortical mechanisms as well as longrange intracortical connections and local voltage-sensitive channels determine the ultimate response selectivities.
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